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   In 2015 Journeys Within Our Community (JWOC) continued to empower our community through JWOC’s mission of reducing poverty levels, and 
increasing educational and economic opportunities in Southeast Asia. We have made a positive impact through our Scholarship, Free Classes, 

It has been a year of achievement with 19 Scholarship students graduating from university, 850+ students attending our Free Classes, 2,200 

Cambodia is changing rapidly and so is the environment we work in, therefore we have decided to sharpen our focus on where it is needed most, 

From everyone here at JWOC we thank you for your wonderful and continued support. As we move into our 10th year of serving our community, 

change.

Best wishes

Managing Director

A WARM WELCOME FROM JWOC
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Combined Graduation Party

showing them that with a JWOC scholarship they have the opportunities to succeed and improve their community.

achievements during their four years of JWOC, before sharing their favorite memories, games, food and lots of dancing! All in all, this was a great 
evening for JWOC past and present to come together and celebrate the achievements of our graduates, current students and strengthen the 
JWOC family.  

of reducing poverty levels in Southeast Asia by increasing educational and economic opportunities and inspiring sustainable social change we 

I am…
1. Caring. I am passionate in what I do and care about making a positive difference in people’s lives.
2. Courageous. I do not wait for things to happen. 
3. Growing. I have hunger for learning and I always look for better ways of doing things

 I manage resources smartly and focus on activities that create value
5. Respectful. I treat others the way I want to be treated, with honesty, fairness and respect

games) that helped to instill an understanding of what it means to be part of JWOC. We will regularly review our actions to ensure they match 

 Volunteers

 Values Training
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SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

Our Goals And Achievements
(Program goals in bold, commentary about goal achievements follows, ✓=goal attainment)

Maintain 77 scholarship students in Cambodia and support current scholarship students

community. 



SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

To maintain 70% to 75% of 3rd year and 4th year students in degree relevant jobs✓

ment after they have graduated from their university and from JWOC. As part of the JWOC family (current or alumni) we continue to monitor 
their progression into their chosen career and as they develop into tomorrow’s leaders. 82% of 2015 JWOC graduates and 78% of current 

Develop plan and set up a scholarship alumni advisory board by March✓

Maintaining an engaged and active JWOC alumni presence/community is vital to inspire and motivate younger students. As well creating a 

    

Success Story

Scholarship Success Story
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Sean Yeat is a third year scholarship student who moved from his village in Chikreang 

people/interpersonal skills to meet and show guests the work JWOC is doing as well as 

    

g 

s 
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COMMUNITY SUPPORT PROGRAM

Our Goals And Achievements
(Program goals in bold, commentary about goal achievements follows, ✓=goal attainment)

Provide 70 Home Gardens in 3 villages around Siem Reap✓

Reap province. Scholarship student volunteers successfully undertook needs and capacity assessments, before inviting villagers to participate 

only because of the healthy, tasty vegetables  such methods produce but also because teaching natural methods of fertilization and pest control 



COMMUNITY SUPPORT PROGRAM
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To provide training on basic healthcare and hygiene as part of emergency preparedness 
to the squatter villages around JWOC✓

in our community.

Increase number of liaison actions to an average of 12 per month

ment. 

to information and opportunities.  
 

Success Story

Community Support Success Story

then taught him using the training and materials provided. 
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Our Goals And Achievements
(Program goals in bold, commentary about goal achievements follows, ✓=goal attainment)

Our Free Classes program is arguably our largest program, with on average 850 students from our local community attending classes in 

numbers of students and classes available, this included opening new classes while maintaining high test scores/pass rates for all classes. 

eration, it was decided that we should end the sewing class as there were many other sewing class opportunities within Siem Reap. 

Increase student enrollment by 30% (866 students per term is the baseline metric) ✓
         

Ensure the new Free Classes Program schedule achieves its goals of maximizing learning 
outcomes, maximizing space, teacher time and classroom capacity✓
     

Improve pass rate in all English classes to 85% ✓
    

FREE CLASSES
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Improve quality of instruction for Teacher Development ✓

While all of our Free Classes students are our number one priority, it is also important to acknowledge that the scholarship student volunteers 

the dynamics of the classroom, lesson planning and classroom management.
 
Work with Community Support and local organizations to better segment and promote 
JWOC's free classes✓

As well as regular hygiene training both within JWOC and in local villages, the Free Classes team helped the Community Support team to 

created a puppet which the students escorted in the parade. We also sent a team from our Science class to Phnom Penh to represent JWOC 

also established digital storytelling workshops as part of our Free Classes program.

Success Story

Free Classes Success Story

“I enjoy playing 
around with numbers, but I also want to help my mum. I can help her 

“I do like 

games, practice our spelling and learn new grammar each lesson…my 

g 
r 

e 

y 

FREE CLASSES
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Our Goals And Achievements
(Program goals in bold, commentary about goal achievements follows, ✓=goal attainment)

To loan out to 300 borrowers in 6-7 cycles with repayment rate 99%

Train new scholarship students and make sure they work more effectively with their new 
role✓

responsible for advertising and providing information on our education loans in local universities. 

MICROFINANCE



Success Story
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MICROFINANCE

To Reach All Villages Within JWOC’s Operating Area✓

the best support possible.

Microfinance Success Story
Mrs. Pring Chenda has been borrowing from JWOC for her fruit selling 

she decided to take out a loan and hasn’t looked back since, buying a cart (and 
then motorbike) to reach more buyers and sell for longer in the day. She is 

support her family.
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CLEAN WATER

Our Goals And Achievements
(Program goals in bold, commentary about goal achievements follows, ✓=goal attainment)

Bring clean water to at least 3000 people, three new villages

topics) was incorporated under Community Support and will continue to be given in villages throughout Siem Reap province. 



CLEAN WATER

Success Story
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Environmental training to be included as part of all hygiene training practice at JWOC; 
litter pick up in villages after training✓

Include latrine usage and needs in clean water village assessments, research and Collabo-
rate with other NGOs and Government regarding Latrine projects ✓

who focus on latrines and sanitation.

EmSaren’s Clean Water- A Scholarship Student  Perspective  

program, I go to the village every time I volunteer, we go by motorbike (15 km to 25 km from 
JWOC) and spend around 5 hours per day with my team (8 members). Working in the Clean 
water program, we help villagers to use the clean water responsibly after installing wells, for 

villagers in the rural areas, especially seeing their delight when they have enough water and 
no longer need to go far to collect water. It’s wonderful to see the villager’s appreciation of 
JWOC and how we have been helping to improve access to Clean Water. 



FINANCIALS
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Revenue Received 2015 = $154,763

Expenses in 2015 = $201,037

JWOC revenue was $154,763 which included donations of $129,293 and other revenue of $25,470, which 

Although expenses were higher than revenue in 2015, this was covered by prior year donations/cash 
reserves.

nue was $154 763 which included donations of $129 293 and other revenue of $2



https://donatenow.networkforgood.org/jwoc
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It is your continued support and donations that allows us to smoothly plan and 
implement our programmes throughout the community in which we serve, inspiring 

young and old to care and contribute to their community. 

ongoing social change in our next 10 years and beyond!

‘Learning Today, Leading Tomorrow’

HELPING OUR COMMUNITY



HELPING OUR COMMUNITYTHANK YOU FROM JWOC
A huge thank you to everyone that has believed in 

us over the years; every sponsor, friend and volunteer.

Your support have enabled us to achieve so much,
and we wouldn’t have the opportunity to make a 

difference in people lives without you.

Thank You!
We look forward to continuing our journey with you in 2016

15 WWW.JOURNEYSWITHINOURCOMMUNITY.ORG

Thank You!
We look forward to continuing our journeyyyyy wwwiiithththth yyyyyooou in 2016


